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Abstract

We consider a group of individuals, whose purpose is to predict the outcome

in a current problem. Each individual has access to private data, and forms

a prior probability over outcomes based on that data, in accordance with the

Similarity-Weighted Frequency model of Billot, Gilboa, Samet and Schmeidler

(2005). Individuals are unable or unwilling to disclose their private data, but

are willing to publish their priors. We offer a procedure for updating one’s prior

based on published priors of others, and discuss implications to the common

prior assumption, in the short run and in the long run.
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1 Introduction

Performing group forecasts is a common practice in organizations in order to meet

their goals. The Delphi Method, the nominal group method, the dialectical method,

and consensus are just a few examples of interactive forecasting techniques in which

group members collectively act in order to provide the best predictions. Some of these

techniques are more methodical than others, however, in all of them group members

are asked to form their individual forecasts, which can then be subsequently revised

in response to feedback by other group members. In this paper we suggest a possible

account of how people revise their probabilities in social contexts where they are

exposed to the probability estimates of others.

To illustrate, consider a grant panel that has to allocate funds to the most

promising research proposals. As part of the review process, panelists are obliged

to read applications prior to the panel review meeting and complete a preliminary

evaluation of the probability of success of the different research proposals. The panel

will then meet to discuss the proposals, where each panel member is expected to

contribute his or her expertise and knowledge to help achieve a sound ranking of the

proposals. We assume that panelists draw upon their experience with similar past

research proposals to form their initial evaluations. For concreteness suppose that

panelist A, who initially evaluated the probability of success of a given proposal to be

0.25, now learns that panelist B evaluated this probability at 0.7. Should A adjust her

initial evaluation upon learning the evaluation of B? On the one hand, B’s evaluation

indicates that his experience contains a higher proportion of successful proposals in

similar past cases than does that of A, which could make A want to increase her

initial evaluation. On the other hand, A and B may disagree on which past proposals

are considered similar to the current problem. For example, B may include research

proposals in the field of exact sciences in his evaluation of the current proposal that

is in Economics, which A views as irrelevant. A may, therefore, choose to disregard

the evaluation of B, not knowing which past cases B had actually experienced.

To overcome this problem, we assume that panel members discuss the reasons for
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the choices made by each group member, thereby identifying the common ground on

which probabilities should be estimated. For example, the group can decide whether

research field, experience of the researchers, and requested budget should be a factor in

the evaluation process. This approach can be found in the instructions on the website

of The National Endowment for the Arts that state: “Artistic excellence and artistic

merit are the two primary criteria specified by Congress in our authorizing legislation;

there are several elements under each. (Since the review criteria may vary from

category to category, applicants should consult the criteria of the category to which

they are applying.) Panelists later meet as a group to discuss applications in closed

session. Informed by the panel discussion, they may change their initial ratings.”1

It therefore seems reasonable to assume that only past proposals with agreed-upon

relevance to the current proposal are used in the evaluations that are announced

during the panel meeting. This allows all panel members to communicate evaluations

that are well understood and trusted by the other members of the panel, as they

too would choose to include those past cases in their evaluation. Consequently, the

panel members would want to revise their evaluations upon learning the evaluations of

others that are based on proposals with agreed-upon relevance to the current proposal.

To formulize the evaluation process described in the example, our model builds

on Billot, Gilboa, Samet and Schmeidler (BGSS), which provides a framework for the

formation of probabilities of outcomes in current cases based on past cases. In that

model the evaluator has a subjective similarity function over past cases, pertaining to

the degree to which the individual expects outcomes in the current case to resemble

outcomes realized in past cases. The probability of an event is a weighted average of

the frequency of occurrence of that event in the database, where past observations

that are considered more similar to the current case are assigned higher weights.

In our model individuals form initial probabilities based on private data, using

their subjective similarity weights. It is supposed that individuals cannot reveal their

private data. For instance, the data may be confidential as is the case of clinical or

legal data where doctors and lawyers are forbidden to release personal information

1https://www.arts.gov/grants/apply-grant/grants-organizations/grant-review-process.
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without the consent of their patients or clients. Similarly, companies that collect data

that can be used to identify individuals must have privacy policies stating that they

are legally obliged to protect personal information and thus they too cannot share

data freely. However even when there are no legal restrictions, people may still choose

not to share data for strategic reasons. For example, real-estate brokers as part of

their job provide price estimates on properties, however, they do not reveal the data

on which the estimates were generated in order to prevent the shared data from being

used to compete with them in the future. Finally, an individual’s private database

need not be an actual database, but only a metaphor for personal experience, and

thus it may not be accessible for sharing. We examine how individuals can benefit

from sharing their probability assessments in light of the fact that they cannot share

their data.

In CBDT there are two sources for heterogeneity of individual probabilities, one

is the diversity of private databases and the other is disagreement on the relevance

of past cases. Since the two sources are entwined, individuals cannot fully trust their

peers’ initial probabilities. To understand what kind of evaluations are useful to group

members, we present a behavioral condition termed Peer Pareto, which identifies past

cases with similarity values that are unanimously agreed-upon in the group. We then

assume that probability assessment that are announced within the group rely only

on observations with agreed-upon similarities. Contrary to the private probabilities,

the published probabilities are meaningful to the other members of the group, as all

members agree on the relevance of the data that underlies that published probabilities.

When they become informed of others’ published priors, members of the group

may revise their initial probabilities. This is in line with experimental findings of

Sniezek and Henry (1990), where subjects were asked to provide initial estimates

for prices of vehicles, as well as revised estimates that were obtained after group

discussions (both before and after the group formed a single estimate). The revised

estimates were shown to be less heterogenous, and closer to the group estimates

compared to the initial individual estimates. We assume that the revised probability

of a group member is a convex combination of that member’s initial probability and
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the published probabilities of the other members in the group. This follows from the

premise that when the individual’s private prior, as well as all the published priors

indicate that the expected value of some random variable is greater than that of

another random variable, then that individual’s revised prior must also agree with

that assessment.

We offer a characterization of the weights over private and published priors, which

determine how the individuals revise their initial probabilities. We let the weights

be any function of the individual’s private database and the published databases of

other individuals. However, if the weights satisfy four simple assumptions, they will

depend only on one number provided by each group member. This number indicates

the quality of that group member’s agreed-upon data. The resulting revised prior

then equals the prior that the individual would have formed had the group members

shared their agreed-upon databases. Hence in spite of the fact that individuals only

publish their agreed-upon priors and their quality scores for their databases, it is as

though they share their agreed-upon observations.

The main assumptions that characterize the weights are No Bias and Update

Consistency. In No Bias it is supposed that weights do not depend on the realized

outcomes within a database, but only on the attributes of the observations composing

it, and therefore there is no a-priori bias toward any of the states. In the example of

the grant panel, No Bias will imply that successful past projects will not weigh more

than failing ones with identical characteristics. Update Consistency requires that if,

on top of revising an initial prior upon learning of others’ published priors, a member

also updates her or his prior based on information regarding the occurrence of an

event, then the order in which these two updates are performed is inconsequential.

In the last part of the paper we describe a process of adjustment of probabilities

over time. In each period new individuals join the group. Observations that are

agreed-upon by all group members, old and new, are identified, and subsequently, new

members publish their probabilities that are based on the agreed-upon observations

in their private database, as well as their corresponding quality measures. All group

members respond by revising their probabilities in accordance with the process discussed
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above. We show that the revised probabilities of individuals converge to a common

prior. Moreover, even a small amount of heterogeneity in the population regarding

similarity values, is sufficient for that common prior to equal the empirical frequency

of outcomes in past cases that are identical to the current case, a prior which is,

arguably, the best predictor of the true distribution over outcomes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a formal exposition

of the BGSS model, and offers a plausible method to ascribe similarity values to

observations. Section 3 contains the conditions for identifying agreed-upon observations,

and presents the main result, which characterizes the process for revising probabilities

upon learning the published priors of other group members. Finally, Section 4

describes the aforementioned procedure of probability adjustment over time. All

proofs appear in the Appendix.

2 From ordinal ordering to a prior probability

2.1 Notation and basic assumptions

We start by presenting the BGSS model [1] that is adjusted to our framework. In

BGSS an individual is interested in predicting the outcome (or state of nature) ω ∈ Ω

that will obtain in a current problem, by forming a probabilistic belief over (Ω, 2Ω)

(it is assumed, in BGSS [1] as well as in this paper, that |Ω| ≥ 3).

When forming a belief, the individual draws upon experience in similar past cases,

which we refer to as the individual’s private database. An observation in this database

is characterized by a list of attributes that were observed in past cases, and that are

believed to affect the probability of outcomes. An observation is therefore a pair (a, ω),

where a is that observation’s vector of attributes, and ω ∈ Ω is its realized outcome.

It is assumed here that attributes a ∈ A may take on only a finite number of values,

restricting them to be discrete variables (this may also include continuous variables

that are given in a finite resolution). In the example above attributes may include

research field, number of researches, experience of researches in years and requested

budget in USD. A database is a finite sequence of observations, D ∈ (A × Ω)r for
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r ∈ N, r ≥ 1, where D =
⋃
r≥1(A× Ω)r denotes the set of all possible databases.

The problem under consideration is characterized by the same list attributes that

characterizes observations in the database, the values of which is denoted by a∗. The

individual forms a probability over possible outcomes ω ∈ Ω given the attributes a∗,

where this probability is a function of the information available to the individual.

That is, if ∆(Ω) denotes the set of all possible probabilities over (Ω, 2Ω), then when

the individual’s private database is D ∈ D, she or he forms a probability pD ∈ ∆(Ω).

Note that the attributes vector a∗ is a feature of the evaluation problem, and is

independent of the database available to the individual.

In the probability assessment problem that was axiomatized in BGSS [1] the

individual judges the degree of relevance of each past observation (a, ω) to the problem

at hand, quantifying this relevance by a similarity value s(a) > 0 assigned to each

possible vector a of attributes. Allowing only positive similarity values reflects a

presumption that the individual’s probability is not based on cases that are expected

to yield opposite outcomes to those in the current case, and moreover, every observation

has some influence on the resulting probability (values are strictly positive). Similarity

values attached to attribute vectors a ∈ A will typically depend on the attributes a∗

of the current problem, with higher similarity values associated with attributes a that

are deemed closer to a∗, thus more relevant for the evaluation problem at hand. This

is in accordance with the underlying reasoning that from causes which appear similar

we expect similar effects (a principal that is attributed to Hume). In particular,

observations which share the exact same attributes with the current case, namely

observations with a = a∗, will typically be deemed most relevant.

The characterization given in BGSS yields a similarity function s : A×Ω −→ R++,

satisfying:

pD(ω′) =

∑
(a,ω)∈D s(a)1(ω = ω′)∑

(a,ω)∈D s(a)
,

where 1(ω = ω′) is an indicator function that assumes the value 1 if ω is equal to

ω′, and zero otherwise.2 Note that the similarity is independent of the outcome ω,

2The basic BGSS prior, characterized by two axioms, is somewhat more general, but BGSS list

two additional, simple axioms that yield the specific form that we use.
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ruling out the possibility that some attributes are relevant for the evaluation of some

outcomes, but are irrelevant for the evaluations of others.3

For our purposes, we supplement the above with the possibility that some observations

are completely irrelevant to the question at hand. These irrelevant observations will

have no effect on the resulting probability, and will be assigned a similarity of zero.

The next definition identifies irrelevant databases.

Definition 1. A database E is irrelevant according to the evaluator if for every

database D ∈ D, pD = pD◦E. Otherwise E is relevant.

Given a database D, the individual will be able to form a meaningful prior

probability so long as D contains information that is relevant to the question at

hand. If the individual considers D to be irrelevant to the current case, he or she will

not be able to form a probability and will return the message ‘\void’. To keep the

discussion interesting, it is assumed throughout the paper that not all databases are

irrelevant.

Having irrelevant databases, the Concatenation axiom that appears in BGSS [1]

needs to be adjusted:

Concatenation of Relevant Databases (CRD). Let D,E ∈ D be two relevant

databases, then D ◦ E is also relevant, and pD◦E = λpD + (1− λ)pE, for λ ∈ (0, 1).

According to the definition of an irrelevant database, if two databases D and E are

irrelevant then D ◦ E is irrelevant as well, and therefore pD◦E = \void. In the other

direction, the definition together with the above version of Concatenation, implies

that a database D is irrelevant if and only if any sub-database of it is irrelevant as

well. In particular, D is irrelevant if and only if each of its observations is irrelevant.

Observations that are perceived as irrelevant are assigned a zero similarity value

within the model. The similarity in our framework is thus assigned nonnegative, but

not necessarily positive, values.

3This independence follows from the assumption suggested in BGSS [1] that permuting the states

of nature results in a corresponding permutation of the probability vector.
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Leshno (2014) generalizes BGSS to apply to databases that belong to different

classes of relevance which are ordered lexicographically. Leshno (2014) and the present

paper share the feature that any amount of irrelevant observations is overwhelmed

by just a single relevant observation. However, in contrast to Leshno (2014), who

specifies a probability for irrelevant databases, we choose to simplify the model by

setting the probability to be \void in those situation, as it is sufficient for our main

purpose of studying how individuals share their probability assessments in a group.

The characterization of probabilistic beliefs in BGSS [1], when supplemented

with irrelevant observations and under the adjusted Concatenation axiom, yields the

representation in Assumption 1 below. The requirement that not all observations are

irrelevant is also imposed in the assumption. Throughout the paper, individuals are

assumed to abide by this assumption.

Assumption 1. There exists a similarity function s : A× Ω −→ R+, satisfying:

(i) For every (a, ω), s(a) = 0 if and only if (a, ω) is irrelevant

(ii) s(a∗) > 0

(ii) If D ∈ D is relevant, then,

pD(ω′) =

∑
(a,ω)∈D s(a)1(ω = ω′)∑

(a,ω)∈D s(a)
. (1)

Otherwise, pD = \void.

To simplify notation we denote the sum over the similarity values in a database D

by s(D) =
∑

(a,ω)∈D s(a). Under the above assumption, it obtains that D is relevant

if and only if s(D) > 0.

The representation in Assumption 1 is obtained by first setting aside all irrelevant

observations and applying the result in BGSS [1]. Next, these observations are added

back by setting their similarities to zero, which corresponds to them not modifying

the probability given any database. Finally the original order of observations in the

database can be restored due to the Invariance axiom (see BGSS [1] for that axiom).
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In accordance with the prior (1), the probability of an event F given a relevant

database D is,

pD(F ) =

∑
(a,ω)∈D s(a)1(ω ∈ F )∑

(a,ω)∈D s(a)
.

To understand this formula it is useful to examine two special similarity functions,

one in which the similarity function is constant, and the other in which a positive

weight is assigned only to observations whose attributes are identical to those of

the current problem. In the first case the probability of a state is evaluated by its

frequency of occurrence in the entire data, whereas in the second case that probability

is evaluated by the frequency of occurrence of the state within identical observations

alone. In general, the evaluated probability of a state is a weighted average of

the frequency of occurrence in the data, where the weights are determined by the

similarity of the observations to the current case.

The next subsection offers a simple method to ascribe similarity values to observations.

2.2 Simple ordering similarity

BGSS [1] show that the decision on which probabilities to assign to different outcomes

is reduced to a decision on which similarity values to ascribe to observations. In

some situations choosing the similarity values is easy, for example if all available

observations are deemed equally relevant to the problem at hand, or if only observations

that are identical to the current problem are considered relevant. Alternatively, the

similarity function can be estimated empirically. Such an empirical approach is taken

in Gilboa, Lieberman, and Schmeidler (2006), where a statistical theory for estimating

the similarity function is developed, and further implemented in Gayer, Gilboa and

Lieberman (2007) in the context of real estate pricing. However, the empirical method

requires the specification of a functional form of the similarity function, which is

not always straightforward. Therefore in some situations the question of forming a

similarity function remains open.

We characterize a simple process for the formation of a prior when not all observations

are equally relevant. In our model, the formation of a prior emanates from a simple
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procedure wherein the individual arrange attribute vectors according to their order

of relevance in the following way: first observations that are perceived as irrelevant

are identified, serving as reference for other observations. The other attribute vectors

are then ordered relative to the irrelevant ones - attributes which are one notch more

relevant, attributes which are two notches more relevant, and so on. That ordering

of relevance of attributes induces a similarity function which assigns a value of zero

to irrelevant attribute vectors, 1 to those which are one notch more relevant than

the irrelevant observations, 2 to those that are two notches more relevant, and so on

(by invariance of the similarity to re-scaling this is equivalent to assigning similarity

values of 0, δ, 2δ, ..., for every δ > 0, respectively). We use the term simple ordering

similarity to describe such an assignment of similarity values.

The characterization of an individual employing a simple ordering similarity consists

of two axioms. First, we suppose that an irrelevant observation, required as reference,

exists. Second, we postulate that there are databases that can induce ranking reversals.

When we write pD(E), for a database D and an event E, it is, hereafter, to be

understood that pD is not ‘\void’ (otherwise this expression is not defined).

Irrelevant Observation (IO). There exists an observation (a0, ω) such that for

every database D, pD = pD◦{(a0,ω)}.

Together with the other BGSS axioms, Irrelevant Observation implies that for

some vector of attributes a0, s(a0, ω
′) = 0 for every ω′ ∈ Ω.

Attribute Solvability (AS). For outcomes ω, ω′ ∈ Ω, attribute vectors a, c ∈ A,

and a database D ∈ D, if

pD◦(a,ω)(ω) > pD◦(a,ω)(ω
′) but pD◦(c,ω)(ω

′) > pD◦(c,ω)(ω) ,

then there exists an attributes vector b ∈ A such that pD◦(b,ω)(ω) = pD◦(b,ω)(ω
′).

The axiom states that when a strict probability ranking of two outcomes can be

reversed, based on a difference in just the attributes vector of one observation, then
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the attributes vector of that observation can be replaced by a different one that will

makes the two outcomes equally probable.

An individual forming a similarity-weighted prior probability, satisfies the above

two axioms, if and only if, this individual’s similarity is a simple ordering similarity.

This is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let p : D −→ ∆(Ω), such that p satisfies Assumption 1. Then (IO)

and (AS) are satisfied, if and only if, s can be chosen so that s(A) = {0, 1, ..., k} for

some k ∈ N, k > 0. Moreover, this choice is unique up to multiplication by a positive

number.

According to this theorem the procedure of forming a prior probability over

outcomes is greatly simplifies as the assignment of similarly values becomes essentially

ordinal. The theorem states that individuals who find the two proposed axioms

plausible will form their priors simply by ordering attribute vectors according to their

relevance. In particular two individuals who arrange the attribute vectors according

to the same order will share the same simple similarity function.

Our paper is concerned with individuals forming their priors based on private

data and on priors of others. An essential ingredient when using priors of others is

identifying when there is agreement on relevance of observations to the current case

evaluated. If two individuals may choose any nonnegative values for their similarity

functions, it seems very unlikely that they end up with the exact same values, if only

for the fact that there is an infinite number of such possibilities. By contrast, having

a finite number of attribute vectors, it is not unreasonable that two individuals agree

on their ordering according to relevance, or at least on the ordering of part of them.

We thus suppose for the remainder of the analysis that individuals form similarity-

weighted priors using simple ordering similarities. However, the same analysis would

hold for similarities that are not equally-spaced, as long as values are gauged on a

finite scale and an irrelevant observation exists. This type of similarity is more flexible

as it allows for cardinal judgement.4

4Finite-scale similarities, with an irrelevant observation, are characterized by IO and a weakening
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3 Sharing probabilistic beliefs

Consider a group of individuals, I. For the remainder of the paper it is supposed that

each individual i ∈ I forms a similarity-weighted prior based on private observations

as in Assumption 1, using a simple ordering similarity si. In order for shared priors to

be defined over the same outcomes, and for individuals to be able to formally identify

their scope of agreement, it is supposed that everybody agrees on the fundamentals

of the problem considered: on the set of possible outcomes Ω that may obtain, and

on the list of attribute vectors in A that may influence the probability of outcomes.

Agreement on the fundamentals can be achieved through group discussion, where it

is agreed, for example, to include in Ω any outcome that is considered possible by

any one of them, and include in A any attributes that is believed by any of them

to influence the probability. In this case the assumption is not restrictive as the

individuals can freely choose to disregard any of the included elements if they wish.

Clearly, individuals would benefit from gaining access to the databases of other

individuals. In that case, each individual would form a prior probability based on

their combined databases. However, as mentioned in the introduction, it is not always

possible to share databases. In the following analysis we try to understand how much

information can a group of individuals share when not revealing raw data.

3.1 Peer Pareto and Equal Similarities

In this subsection we offer conditions to identify when individuals agree on the

relevance of observations to the current problem. These conditions call for every

individual to consider what he or she would do if they, as well as everybody else in

the group, had the same data. The first, stronger condition is called Peer Pareto. It

states that if individual i ∈ I knows that all of her or his peers, given the same data

as i’s, believe that one event is more likely than another, then i as well will adopt

that view (with a strict version thereof).

of AS, stating that if pD(ω) > pD(ω′) and pE(ω′) > pE(ω) then there are m, k ∈ N such that

p(mD)◦(kE)(ω) = p(mD)◦(kE)(ω
′).
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Definition 2. We say that Peer Pareto is satisfied if for every group member i ∈ I,

every database D and any events E and F ,

pjD(E) ≥ pjD(F ) for all j 6= i =⇒ piD(E) ≥ piD(F ) ,

with piD(E) > piD(F ) whenever at least one j 6= i ranks pjD(E) > pjD(F ).

On the one hand, Peer Pareto conveys a weak notion of agreement among individuals

since to satisfy it individuals need only agree with their peers on the probability

ranking of events when this ranking is consensual among all of the peers, yet the

mildest amount of disagreement removes all restrictions that were imposed on that

ranking.

On the other hand, the requirement that Peer Pareto must apply to every database

may be thought of as a strong condition. We therefore also consider a restricted

version of Peer Pareto, whereby, individuals are supposed to follow consensual rankings

of their peers only when those rankings are based on observations with pre-agreed

upon attribute values.

Definition 3. Let Ã ⊆ A be a subset of attributes. We say that Peer Pareto holds on

Ã if for every group member i ∈ I, any database D ∈
⋃
r≥1(Ã × Ω)r and any events

E and F ,

pjD(E) ≥ pjD(F ) for all j 6= i =⇒ piD(E) ≥ piD(F ) ,

with piD(E) > piD(F ) whenever at least one j 6= i ranks pjD(E) > pjD(F ).

This restricted version of Peer Pareto applies only to databases for which individuals

are confident that their peers’ probabilities are reliable. In fact it can serve as a tool

to identify those attribute vectors that administer such fundamental reliability. Note

that there are usually multiple distinct subsets Ã for which the restricted version of

Peer Pareto applies, as it is trivially satisfied for every singleton set, {a} for a ∈ A.

Still, for some groups of individuals there may exist larger subsets satisfying this

condition.
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Individuals will readily adopt probability rankings of their peers if they accept

the logic that underlies their peers’ formation of probabilities. This is established

in the next theorem that shows that the restriction of Peer Pareto to a subset Ã

translates into individuals’ similarities coinciding on attribute vectors in Ã (the subset

is assumed to contain a∗ so as to make sure it contains relevant attribute vectors).5

Theorem 2. Let Ã ⊆ A be a subset of attributes such that a∗ ∈ Ã, then Peer Pareto

holds on Ã, if and only if, all the similarities si, i ∈ I, when restricted to Ã, are

identical, up to multiplication by a positive number.

The proof of the theorem uses a separation argument to show that if individuals’

similarities are not the same, it is possible to construct a database with attributes

in Ã for which Peer Pareto is violated. The idea behind the theorem is that when

individuals disagree on the relations between past observations and the problem at

hand, that is, when they employ different similarity functions, they cannot fully trust

each other’s priors. However, when restricted to databases on which the individuals

share the same view on how to analyze the data, namely, databases on which their

similarities coincide, they know that had they been given the same data as others

they would have formed the exact same priors. In that case, priors are indicative of

the data that were used to generate them.

An interesting point is that in contrast to Harsanyi’s doctrine (1968) that associates

differences in subjective probabilities to differences in information alone, in the current

paper differences in subjective probabilities may stem from different interpretations

of information. Namely, differences in subjective probabilities may arise whenever

individuals use different similarity functions for the formation of those probabilities,

even if these are based on the same data.

We set Ã to be the maximal subset of attributes that satisfies the restricted

version of Peer Pareto and contains a∗, following the premise that observations which

5If Peer Pareto, restricted or not, was replaced by its weak counterpart, the similarity function of

each individuals would become a convex combination of the similarity functions of some of the other

individuals instead of all of them. Consequently, the similarity functions of all individuals need not

coincide.
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attributes that are identical to those of the current case are surely relevant. That is

to say, Ã is the subset of attributes such that a∗ ∈ Ã, and for any a′ /∈ Ã there exists

a database D containing an observation (a′, ω), events E,F , and an individual i ∈ I,

such that condition (3) is violated. This subset is non-empty since a∗ belongs to it,

and unique, being the maximal set on which individuals’ similarities coincide (up to

mutual normalization). Observations with attribute values a that belong to Ã are

referred to as agreed-upon observations. Databases
⋃
r≥1(Ã×Ω)r, which contain only

agreed-upon observations, are denoted D̃, and referred to as agreed-upon databases.

In the special case where Peer Pareto holds on A, individual similarities identify

completely and all possible observations and databases are agreed-upon.

3.2 Revising one’s prior based on the priors of others

In this subsection we assume that each individual has a private database that is

disjoint from those of the other individuals.6 Individuals are unable or unwilling

to disclose their private data to their peers, but they can share their probability

assessments. We study how individuals can revise their probabilities in response to

information about their peers’probabilities.

Each individual i starts out with an initial, private prior, piDi , that is formed based

on this individual’s private data Di according to (1). The similarity used within (1),

denoted si, is a simple ordering one. Next, each individual i ∈ I publishes a prior

that is based only on the agreed-upon observations within Di. These agreed-upon

observations may be behaviorally identified with the help of the restricted version

of Peer Pareto from the previous section. For a database Di, we denote by D̃i the

database that remains after omission of all observations (a, ω) with a /∈ Ã (Ã being

the maximal agreed-upon set of attribute vectors). The resulting published prior,

pi
D̃i , assigns to every event E the probability,

pi
D̃i(E) =

∑
(a,ω)∈D̃i si(a)1(ω ∈ E)∑

(a,ω)∈D̃i si(a)
=

∑
(a,ω)∈Di si(a)1(ω ∈ E)1(a ∈ Ã)∑

(a,ω)∈Di si(a)1(a ∈ Ã)
(2)

6If this assumption is violated, a form of persuasion bias could be generated.
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if D̃i is relevant, and \void otherwise.

The published prior of an individual is based on a subset of this individual’s private

database, and therefore may differ from the private prior. It may even happen that

a published prior is \void whilst the private prior is not, if an individual’s private

database contains no relevant agreed-upon observations. Importantly, as shown in

Theorem 2, the restricted version of Peer Pareto implies that the similarities of all

individuals coincide on Ã, and therefore the prior that j publishes is exactly the same

prior that i would form when given D̃j. That is, pj
D̃j = pi

D̃j . This is precisely what

makes individual j’s published prior meaningful to the other individuals.

Individuals are interested in revising their initial private priors in response to the

published priors of their peers. Consider the following situation: for two random

variables X and Y , individual i’s private prior, as well as all the published priors of

i’s peers, indicate that the expected value of X is higher than that of Y (any void

priors are ignored for that matter). In that situation, since all available indications

point in the same direction, it seems reasonable that individual i’s revised prior should

support the same conclusion. Using a standard separation theorem it is implied that

individual i’s revised prior is a convex combination of piDi and pj
D̃j , j 6= i. The

question of how to revise one’s prior therefore boils down to the question of which

weights to put on the initial private prior and on the peers’ published priors. We next

characterize weights which yield a revised prior for individual i that is the same as the

prior that would result had individual i had access to the agreed-upon observations

of all of his or her peers.

For the characterization of weights, we perform the following conceptual exercise.

We allow weights for an individual’s revised prior to be a function of that individual’s

private database and the agreed-upon databases of that individual’s peers. The

logic behind the restriction that weights depend only on the peers’ agreed upon

observations, rather than their entire databases, is that their analysis of the data

is found reliable only when it is performed on data on which there is no dispute.

Although in principal we allow weights to depend on data, we show that, in effect,
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weights that satisfy our conditions end up depending only on one number provided

by each individual, and not on their actual databases. The revised prior that results

for an individual i ∈ I is the same that would result had i computed the similarity-

weighted frequency over a database containing his or her private data, as well as

the others’ agreed-upon data, using formula (1). Therefore, in spite of the fact that

individuals do not share their agreed-upon data it is as is they do.

The numbers that individuals need to publish in our characterization are the

similarity scores of their agreed-upon databases, indicating the quality of their agreed-

upon databases. These are the similarity sums over those databases, namely, for every

database D̃j, the similarity score is sj(D̃j) =
∑

(a,ω)∈D̃j sj(a). In the special case where

all observations are equally relevant, hence assigned the same similarity, the similarity

score of a database will simply indicate its size. The general case is an adaptation of

this measure to the present model where not all observation are considered equally

relevant. Note that, as in the case of published priors, the published similarity scores

are agreed-upon among individuals, as they all would assign that same similarity

score to any agreed-upon database (subject to mutual normalization). Namely, after

an appropriate normalization, si(D̃i) = sj(D̃i), for every agreed-upon database D̃j.

Formally, the subject of characterization is individual i’s weighting function, λi.

For every assignment of databases (Ck)k∈I , which satisfy Ci ∈ D, Cj ∈ D̃ for j 6= i,

and
∑

k∈I s
k(Ck) > 0 (i.e., at least one database contains relevant information), λi

returns weights over the private prior of i and the published priors of j 6= i. The

domain of λi is therefore,

Di = {(Ck)k∈I | Ci ∈ D, Cj ∈ D̃ for j 6= i,
∑
k∈I

sk(Ck) > 0} ,

and for every (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di the resulting revised prior of individual i is,

p̄i =
∑
k∈I

λikp
k
Ck .

For simplicity of the presentation, we set the value of multiplying a ‘\void’ prior

by zero to be a vector of zeros.7 When all the databases, Ci and Cj for j 6= i, are

7Multiplying ‘\void’ by any other number is undefined, but those multiplications do not appear

in our analysis.
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irrelevant (each according to the corresponding individual), then both the private

prior of i as well as the published ones of all j 6= i are ’\void’. In these degenerate

cases λi is not defined.

The axioms that characterize weights λi are presented next. The first axiom

supposes that the weights do not reflect any a-priori bias toward any of the outcomes.

It is expressed through the requirement that weights do not depend on the realized

outcomes within a database, but only on the attributes of the observations composing

those databases.

No Bias. Let (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di. Then if, for some t ∈ I, Ct = (am, ωm)rm=1 and Lt =

(am, ω
′
m)rm=1 contain the same attributes but possibly different realized outcomes,

then λi((Ck)k∈I) = λi(C1, . . . , Ct−1, Lt, Ct+1, . . . , C |I|).

The next axiom states that individual i ignores any ‘\void’ prior, whether it is his

or her private prior or the others’ published priors, by assuming that if a prior is based

on data which is irrelevant according to the corresponding evaluator, then it will be

given zero weight. Note that, in general, a database may be relevant according to one

individual and irrelevant according to another. However, for agreed-upon databases,

all members of I agree on whether a database is relevant or not.

Neglect Irrelevant Priors. Let (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di, and denote (λk)k∈I = λi((Ck)k∈I).

If Ck is irrelevant according to k, then λk = 0.

The third axiom conveys the idea that probabilistic assessments should be treated

equally. Thus the weights on any two priors that are based on the same data should

be the same.

Symmetry. Let (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di, and denote (λk)k∈I = λi((Ck)k∈I). If, for t, ` ∈ I,

Ct = C`, then λt = λ`.

The justification of the axiom depends on the assumption that only agreed-upon

observations of others are used to compute their published probabilities, and therefore
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by Theorem 2, the same agreed-upon data would yield the same prior. If instead

published probabilities were based on observations that are not agreed-upon, the same

data for two individuals could yield two different priors. In that case, individuals may

want to assign a higher weight to the prior of the person whose reasoning is closer

to theirs. Note that the axiom does not imply that identical priors would necessarily

be assigned the same weight, as identical priors can result from different data. For

instance, two individuals may publish the same prior, one based on a database of

ten identical observations, and the other based on a database of a hundred identical

observations. The axiom remains silent with regard to weights in that case, and

indeed it seems natural that a higher weight be assigned to the prior of the second

individual.

On a technical note, if two individuals have the same agreed-upon data, and thus

the same prior, only the total weight put on those individuals is what matters to

determine the revised prior, regardless of the specific distribution of that total weight

between those individuals. Symmetry simply selects one such distribution of the

aggregate weight, which is arguably also the most natural one.

Up until now we only considered revisions of one’s prior in response to probabilistic

assessments of others. We next consider a more traditional form of updating, in

response to learning that a particular event has occurred in the current problem. For

instance, imagine that a physician is reassessing the efficiency of the medication that

has been prescribed to a particular patient. Suppose that the physician learns that

the patient has not shown any improvement until now. Consequently, the physician

may want to update her evaluation of the drug’s influence on that patient. The

two types of information, the occurrence of an event and the published priors, may

arrive in any order. Our last axiom requires that the updated prior that results be

independent of the order in which those two types of information are brought to the

individual’s attention.

Formally, suppose that individual k, who has a non-void prior based on database

Ck, learns that event E has occurred in the current problem. The standard technique

to update that individual’s prior in response to such information is to apply Bayes
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rule, which yields, for every event F ,

pkCk(F |E) =
pk
Ck(F ∩ E)

pk
Ck(E)

=

∑
(a,ω)∈Ck sk(a)1(ω ∈ F ∩ E)∑

(a,ω)∈Ck sk(a)1(ω ∈ E)
, (3)

if pk
Ck(E) > 0, namely, if

∑
(a,ω)∈Ck sk(a)1(ω ∈ E) > 0.

Another way to update a data-based probability after learning that E has occurred

is to restrict attention only to observations in the database Ck in which E has

occurred. In other words, given that individual k now knows that only states in

E are possible, k is only interested in estimating the relative probability of states

in E, and thus restricts attention to observations within Ck in which E occurred.

Denote the database Ck restricted to states in E by Ck
E. According to this second

procedure, individual k’s updated probability of event F will be,

pkCk
E

(F ) =

∑
(a,ω)∈Ck

E
sk(a)1(ω ∈ F )∑

(a,ω)∈Ck
E
sk(a)

,

if
∑

(a,ω)∈Ck
E
sk(a) > 0.

Since,
∑

(a,ω)∈Ck
E
sk(a) =

∑
(a,ω)∈Ck sk(a)1(ω ∈ E), and,

∑
(a,ω)∈Ck

E
sk(a)1(ω ∈

F ) =
∑

(a,ω)∈Ck sk(a)1(ω ∈ F ∩ E), the two methods yield the same updated prior.

Note that individual k’s database Ck must contain at least one relevant observation

in which event E occurred for the updated prior to be well defined. If no such

observation exists in the database we set the updated prior to be ‘\void’.

Consider now the two possible orders of updating, in response to the occurrence

of an event E and in response to the publication of others’ priors. One option is

that group members first learn that an event E has occurred and restrict attention

to the observations in their databases in which E was realized, (Ck
E)k∈I (which, as

just explained, is equivalent to applying Bayes rule). The second step is for group

members to revise their updated private priors using the updated published priors of

others. The resulting revised prior of individual i, denoted p̄iE, is a convex combination

of the private and published priors that are updated given that E has occurred,

p̄iE =
∑

k∈I γkp
k
Ck

E
, with weights (γk)k∈I = λi((Dk

E)k∈I).
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The second order of updating is when individuals learn that event E has occurred

only after revising their prior in response to the published priors of others. The

probability that results from that order of updating is, for every event F ,

p̄i(F |E) =
p̄i(F ∩ E)

p̄i(E)
=

∑
k∈I λkp

k
Ck(F ∩ E)∑

k∈I λkp
k
Ck(E)

,

if p̄i(E) =
∑

k∈I λkp
k
Ck(E) > 0, for weights (λk)k∈I = λi((Ck)k∈I).

Our last axiom, termed Update Consistency, states that the order of updating

doesn’t matter: the prior p̄iE, resulting from first updating the prior in response

to the information that E has occurred, and then revising it in response to updated

published priors of others, is the same as p̄i(·|E), the prior resulting from first revising

the prior in response to the others’ published priors and then updating it in response

to the occurrence of E. For ease of presentation of this assumption it is formulated

using the resulting updated priors and not directly through the primitives of the

model (databases and weights).

Update Consistency. Let (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di, and let E be an event for which∑
k∈I s

k(Ck
E) > 0, then p̄iE(·) = p̄i(·|E).

Update Consistency is reminiscent of the property of External Bayesianism that

was proposed by Madansky (1964), which he referred to as a condition of rationality

of a group. It concerns the effect that information has on updating, stating that

if probabilities are to be updated based on some information, it should make no

difference whether they are updated before or after aggregating the probabilities of

the group members.

From a practical point of view, the advantage of Update Consistency is that there

is no need to ask for the peers’ probabilistic assessments each time there is new

information regarding the occurrence of an event. Instead, individuals need only ask

once for the published priors of their peers, and update their revised priors when new

information becomes available.
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We are now ready to state the characterization result of individual i’s weighting

function λi, which yields a revised prior p̄i = piK , K = ◦k∈I(Ck). According to that

characterization, the individuals’ revised priors are equal to the priors that they would

have formed had all of them shared their agreed-upon databases.

Theorem 3. Let Ã ⊆ A be the maximal set containing a∗ such that Peer Pareto

holds on Ã, and for every k ∈ I, normalize s̃k = sk/
∑

a∈Ã s
k(a). For i ∈ I, let

λi : Di −→ ∆(I) be a function assigning weights to individual i’s private prior and

to the published priors of i’s peers. Then λi satisfies No Bias, Neglect Irrelevant

Priors, Symmetry, and Update Consistency, if and only if,

for every (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di,

λi((Ck)k∈I) =

(
s̃k(Ck)∑
t∈I s̃

t(Ct)

)
k∈I

,

delivering the revised prior p̄i = piK, for K = ◦k∈I(Ck).

When not all observations are agreed-upon, the observations that compose database

K will be different for different individuals, as for individual i, database Cj for

j 6= i is only those agreed observations within j’s private database. On top of

that, individuals’ similarities on observations that are not agreed-upon, which they

assign to their private data, differ. Therefore the revised priors that result under the

above characterization could differ across group members. In the special case where

Peer Pareto is satisfied, namely when Ã = A, all group members share the same

similarity function, and all databases are agree-upon. As a result the individuals’

public priors identify with their private ones, and every individual’s revised prior

becomes the prior that this individual would have formed had everybody pooled

their data. Consequently, in that special case all individuals’ revised priors coincide.

Mailath and Samuelson (2018) address a related question of how agents infer

information relevant to their own models from the probabilities of other agents who

have different models. In that paper, states of nature are multi-dimensional, where

each agent only considers a subset of those dimensions to be relevant for prediction,

referred to as that agent’s model. All agents’ models are common knowledge. Agents
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observe private information regarding some dimensions that obtain and update their

priors according to their models. If they can infer from the other agents’ beliefs

information that is relevant for their own model, they revise their probabilities accordingly.

Updating terminates when beliefs are no longer revised. The setting of Mailath and

Samuelson (2018) is completely different than ours, however, they have analogue

results to those stated above. Mailath and Samuelson (2018) show that if all agents

have the same model (the analogue being a similarity function in our paper), they

will end up with the same beliefs, however when agents have different models, their

beliefs may disagree.

4 Convergence to a common prior

In this section we present a process whereby in each period t = 1, 2, . . . new individuals

join the group. At each period t only new group members share their published

priors with the group, and in response all group members, old and new, revise their

currently-held priors according to the weights depicted in Theorem 3. New members

revise their private priors, while old members revise their priors from time t − 1. It

will be shown that for any finite number of individuals who adhere to the proposed

process, their revised priors will converge to a common prior.

The process of prior revision contains the following stages:

• Let I0 = ∅.

• In each period t = 1, 2, . . ., new members Nt 6= ∅ join group It−1 from the

previous period, to create a larger (nonempty) group It = It−1 ∪Nt.

• Each member k ∈ Nt holds a private database Dk, and given that database

forms a private prior based on (1), using a simple ordering similarity sk.

• The set Ãt is identified, containing attribute vectors that are agreed-upon

according to all members of It. This can be done by utilizing the restricted

version of Peer Pareto. Each new member k ∈ Nt then publishes a prior pk
D̃k ,

using only observations in her or his private database with attributes in Ãt, as
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depicted in (2). Denote D̃t = ◦k∈NtD̃
k, and suppose that D̃t is relevant, that is,

that new members have some relevant information.8

• Members of It employ Theorem (3) to revise their priors in response to the

published priors of Nt. The initial priors that are revised are private priors for

members of Nt, and the priors from the previous period for members of It−1.

The revised prior at time t of individual k ∈ It that joined the group at time

r ≤ t is therefore, p̄kr,t = pkL, for L = Dk ◦ (◦ts=r(D̃s)).

Let j and k be two individuals, such that j joined the group at time r, and k

joined at time s > r. The revised priors at time t > s of these two individuals can be

expressed as a weighted average of two probabilities, one on which they may differ,

and the other on which they agree:

p̄jr,t = pj
Dj◦(◦s−1

`=r D̃`)◦(◦t`=sD̃`)

=
s(Dj ◦ (◦s−1

`=rD̃`))

s(Dj ◦ (◦t`=rD̃`))
pj
Dj◦(◦s−1

`=r D̃`)
+

s(◦t`=sD̃`)

s(Dj ◦ (◦t`=rD̃`))
pj◦t`=sD̃`

= αjtp
j

Dj◦(◦s−1
`=r D̃`)

+ (1− αjt )p
j

◦t`=sD̃`

and

p̄ks,t = pk
Dk◦(◦t`=sD̃`)

=
s(Dk)

s(Dk ◦ (◦t`=sD̃`))
pkDk +

s(◦t`=sD̃`)

s(Dj ◦ (◦t`=sD̃`))
pj◦t`=sD̃`

= αkt p
k
Dk + (1− αkt )pk◦t`=sD̃`

The probabilities pj◦t`=sD̃`
and pk◦t`=sD̃`

are equal, as they are based on observation

that are agreed-upon by all individuals, and therefore on observations on which the

similarities of j and k coincide. Moreover, the weights αjt andαkt that multiply the

8This assumption is designed to make the process meaningful. The same can be achieved by a

weaker assumption, requiring D̃t to be relevant infinitely often. If this is not the case, then there is

only a finite amount of new information that is gathered, and from a certain time on priors of group

members remain the same.
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component on which j and k may disagree, decrease over time and therefore the

revised priors, p̄jr,t and p̄ks,t, approach each other monotonically. The point is that the

revised priors rely on a growing number of agreed-upon observations which overwhelm

the observations on which individuals do not agree.

Over time the set Ãt may only shrink, though it never becomes empty having that

it must contain a∗. The sequence of sets Ã1, Ã2, . . . is therefore decreasing, with a non-

empty limiting set. Moreover, since there is a finite number of attribute vectors, there

must exist a period t0 such that from that time on all sets Ãt are the same. Whether

the limiting set is equal to {a∗} or contains additional attribute vectors will depends on

the distribution of various simple ordering similarities in the population. At any rate,

the corresponding revised priors effectively become the similarity-weighted empirical

frequency of outcomes within agreed-upon observations.

If people are attracted to others who share the same views as their own then

Ãt will not converge to {a∗}. However if we allow for even the mildest diversity in

opinions among individuals then the limiting set will equal to {a∗}. To see this, take a

homogeneous population in which everybody weakly agrees on the order of relevance

of attribute vectors, yet for each particular ranking there is a non-negligible fraction

of the population judges it as weak and another fraction that judges it as strict. If

individuals join the group randomly out of this population, then with probability 1

each attribute vector will be excluded from Ãt at some point t, until eventually only

observations with attribute vectors that are identical to those of the current case will

remain in consensus. The revised priors of all individuals will tend to a common

prior, which is the empirical frequency of outcomes of those observations, that is

observations with attributes that are identical to those of the current case. If these

observations best represent the true probability of occurrences of outcomes in the

current problem, then the limiting common prior converge to the true probability.

The process described is in line with the method of kernel estimation, a non

parametric technique that is used to estimate the conditional expectation of a dependent

variable y given the values of independent variables x. Roughly speaking, the estimation

of y is a weighted average of the values of y in the data set, where the kernel determines
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how much weight is placed on each observation. The evaluation process that appears

in Theorem 3 is in fact a form of kernel estimation, where the probability of an event

E is the dependent variable, and the attributes are the independent variables.

Typically in kernel estimation, for small samples, positive weight is placed on

more distant observations in order to reduce the variance of the estimator. This, in

turn, makes the estimator biased. However, as the sample size grows the weight put

on distant observations decreases, leading to a consistent estimator. This is precisely

what happens in the process described above where the sequence of sets Ãt shrinks

to {a∗}. At first individuals’ priors are biased, as they rely upon observations with

attribute values that may differ considerably from those of the current case. But at

that stage, putting all the weight on observations with attributes a∗ would lead to a

noisy estimation as there is only a relatively small number of such observations. As

time progresses, weight shifts to the most relevant observations, those with attributes

a∗, enabling individuals to learn the true distribution of outcomes.

The link between CBDT and kernel estimation has already been pointed out by

Gilboa and Schmeidler (2003) and Gilboa et al. (2006). In these papers, however, the

kernel which is represented by the similarity function is fixed. In the current paper,

the similarity of a single individual is fixed as well, but the kernel that emerges from

the proposed process changes just as in kernel estimation, on account of individuals

sharing their evaluations.

5 Proofs

5.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Suppose that Assumption 1 holds, and denote the corresponding non-negative similarity

function by s. Assume that IO and AS hold. Since there is a finite number of

attributes vectors, we may order similarity values in an increasing order. Namely,

there are a0, a1, . . . such that s(a0) < s(a1) < . . .. If there is more than one attributes

vector with the same similarity value, then the corresponding ak is one of those

attribute vectors. According to IO, s(a0) = 0, and following the non-degeneracy part
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(ii) of Assumption 1, there are at least two attribute vectors, a0 and a1, such that

s(a0) < s(a1).

To show that s is a simple ordering similarity, it should be proved that s(ak) =

ks(a1) for every k. If s(a1) is maximal then this claim is trivially true, so suppose that

s(a1) is not maximal. The proof continues by induction. Consider the database D =

{(a1, ω), (a2, ω
′)}, and suppose by negation that s(a2) 6= 2s(a1). If s(a2) > 2s(a1),

then since s(a1) > 0 and s(a2) > 2s(a1), it holds that,

pD◦(a2,ω)(ω) > pD◦(a2,ω)(ω
′) ,

pD◦(a1,ω)(ω
′) > pD◦(a1,ω)(ω) .

AS implies that there exists an attributes vector b such that pD◦(b,ω)(ω
′) = pD◦(b,ω)(ω),

that is, such that s(b) = s(a2) − s(a1), hence by the negation assumption, s(a1) <

s(b) < s(a2). Contradiction. If, on the other hand, s(a2) < 2s(a1), then,

pD◦(a1,ω)(ω) > pD◦(a1,ω)(ω
′) ,

pD◦(a0,ω)(ω
′) > pD◦(a0,ω)(ω) ,

which by AS implies that there exists an attributes vector b such that pD◦(b,ω)(ω
′) =

pD◦(b,ω)(ω), hence, s(b) = s(a2) − s(a1), yielding a contradiction, as s(a0) < s(a2) −

s(a1) < s(a1).

Suppose that for every j = 1, . . . , k, s(ak) = ks(a1), and suppose by negation

that s(ak+1) > (k + 1)s(a1). Let D = {(a1, ω), (ak+1, ω
′)}. Following the negation

assumption and the fact that s(a1) > 0,

pD◦(ak+1,ω)(ω) > pD◦(ak+1,ω)(ω
′) ,

pD◦(a1,ω)(ω
′) > pD◦(a1,ω)(ω) .

AS implies that there exists an attributes vector b such that pD◦(b,ω)(ω
′) = pD◦(b,ω)(ω),

hence, s(b) = s(ak+1) − s(a1). However, since by the induction assumption, and by

the negation assumption, s(ak) = ks(a1) < s(ak+1)− s(a1) < s(ak+1), a contradiction

is inflicted.
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To rule out the case s(ak+1) < (k + 1)s(a1), consider E = {(ak, ω), (ak+1, ω
′)}.

The inequalities

pE◦(a1,ω)(ω) > pE◦(a1,ω)(ω
′) ,

pE◦(a0,ω)(ω
′) > pE◦(a0,ω)(ω) ,

together with AS, deliver that there exists an attributes vector b such that s(b) =

s(ak+1) − s(ak), which by the preceding assumptions should satisfy, s(a0) < s(b) <

s(a1). Contradiction. It is thus concluded that s(ak+1) = (k + 1)s(a1), and the

similarity values of s are equally spaced, starting from s(a0) = 0.

In the other direction, IO is immediate. For AS, suppose that for a database D,

pD◦(a,ω)(ω) > pD◦(a,ω)(ω
′) ,

pD◦(c,ω)(ω
′) > pD◦(c,ω)(ω) .

Then it should hold that s(a) > s(D{ω′})−s(D{ω}) > s(c). Since all similarities are

integer-valued, the difference s(D{ω′}) − s(D{ω}) must be an integer. Being between

s(c) and s(a), and since the range of s is an interval within the integers, it must equal

the similarity of some attributes vector.

5.2 Proof of Theorem 2

Let us normalize the similarity functions si so that
∑

a∈Ã si(a) = 1 for all i ∈ I (this

is possible as s(a∗) > 0, and a∗ ∈ Ã). From now on in the proof, the domain of all

similarities is taken to be Ã alone, and everything outside of that subset of attributes

vectors is ignored. All arguments that are employed therefore apply on that restricted

domain. We show that all similarities must coincide (on Ã).

Suppose on the contrary that similarities vary, namely that among the similarity

functions s1, . . . , sn there are at least two similarities that differ (on Ã). Each of these

similarities may be held by more than one individual, but there are altogether at

least two distinct such functions among s1, . . . , sn. Denote by ŝ1, . . . , ŝn̂ the different

similarities within s1, . . . , sn. Then there must exist a similarity that is not the convex

combination of the other similarities. Suppose w.l.o.g. that this is ŝ1. In that case, by
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a standard separation theorem, we can find a vector v ∈ RÃ, such that ŝ1 · v > ŝ` · v,

for ` = 2, . . . , n̂. This vector may be taken to be rational, as it is always possible to

replace any non-rational such vector by a rational one that still satisfies the required

inequalities.

Denote α = ŝ1 · v. Since all the similarities are simple ordering ones, then when

normalized they obtain only rational values, implying that α is a rational scalar (being

the product of a rational-valued similarity and a rational-valued v). Subtracting

v∗ = mina∈Ã v(a) from both sides of the equality and inequalities and employing the

chosen normalization of the similarities, we obtain ŝ1 · ṽ = α̃ > ŝ` · ṽ, for ` = 2, . . . , n̂,

where ṽ(a) = v(a) − v∗ for every a ∈ Ã, and α̃ = α − v∗. Notice that ṽ has only

non-negative coordinates and α̃ is strictly positive as all similarities are non negative

as well by assumption. Finally, multiply (the rational) ṽ and α̃ by a large enough

number M > 0 so that α̂ = Mα̃ as well as all entries of v̂ = Mṽ are natural numbers.

Hence there exist a vector v̂ with integer, non-negative values, and a positive integer

α̂, such that ŝ1 · v̂ = α̂ > ŝ` · v̂, for ` = 2, . . . , n̂.

Consider the database D which for every a ∈ Ã contains v̂(a) observations (a, ω′),

and α̂ observations (a, ω′′), for some two states w′ 6= w′′. Then the equality and

inequalities above imply that, for any i ∈ I whose similarity is ŝ1 and any j whose

similarity differs from ŝ1, piD(ω′) = piD(ω′′), whereas pjD(ω′′) > pjD(ω′). But this forms

a violation of the strict part of Peer Pareto on Ã. Contradiction. We thus conclude

that all similarities must coincide on Ã.

The other direction is immediate.

5.3 Proof of Theorem 3

5.3.1 Auxiliary lemma

To prove Theorem 3 we start by proving a more general result, and then show

how the result of the theorem readily follows. The general result, presented in the

lemma below, describes an individual i who might find other members’ opinions to be

inherently less credible than his or her own. Such an individual is characterized with
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axioms as in Theorem 3, but when Symmetry is weakened to the following Symmetry

among Peers:

Symmetry among Peers. Let (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di, and denote (λk)k∈I = λi((Ck)k∈I).

If, for j, ` 6= i, Cj = C`, then λj = λ`.

In the representation, the asymmetry between self and others’ priors is manifested

in a parameter α, measuring the individual’s bias towards his or her own probabilistic

evaluations.

Lemma 1. Let Ã ⊆ A be the maximal set containing a∗ such that Peer Pareto

holds on Ã, and for every k ∈ I, normalize s̃k = sk/
∑

a∈Ã s
k(a). For i ∈ I, let

λi : Di −→ ∆(I) be a function assigning weights to individual i’s private prior and

to the published priors of i’s peers. Then λi satisfies No Bias, Neglect Irrelevant

Priors, Symmetry among Peers, and Update Consistency, if and only if,

there exists α ∈ [0, 1], such that for every (Ck)k∈I ∈ Di, (λk)k∈I = λi((Ck)k∈I)

satisfies,

λi =
αs(Ci)

αs(Ci) + (1− α)
∑

j 6=i s(C
j)

λj =
(1− α)s(Cj)

αs(Ci) + (1− α)
∑

j 6=i s(C
j)
, for every j 6= i ,

delivering a revised prior for i,

p̄i = λip
i
Ci + (1− λi)pi◦j 6=iCj . (4)

We start by proving that the axioms imply weights as listed above. Fix i ∈ I.

First note that pk
Ck is ‘\void’ if and only if Ck is irrelevant according to k, namely, if

and only if sk(Ck) = 0, or equivalently, s̃k(Ck) = 0. Therefore, for every such ‘\void’

prior, the respective weight λik is zero.

If all the priors pk
Ck for k 6= i are ‘\void’ then all the corresponding similarity

scores are zero. Also, according to the definition of the domain of λi it must be that

the similarity score si(Ci) is not zero. The corresponding weights are zero for all the

void priors pk
Ck , k 6= i, and one for the non-void prior piCi , yielding the required result.
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Suppose now that there is j0 6= i such that pk
Ck is not ‘\void’. Due to Theorem 2

we can normalize the similarities of all individuals on Ã to obtain sk(a) = si(a) for

all a ∈ Ã and k ∈ I. This allows us to replace the index k in the similarity function

with i, as all individuals’ similarities identify on Ã, and for a /∈ Ã only the similarity

of individual i will be relevant. For simplicity of the notation, we set si = s in what

follows.

Let ω′, ω′′, ω′′′ be three distinct states (recall that |Ω| ≥ 3), and consider the

following databases:

- T j0 , which contains the same sequence of attributes as in Cj0 , but for which all

the realized states are ω′.

- T k, k 6= j0, each containing the same sequence of attributes as its corresponding

Ck, but the realized states are all ω′′.

- T−j, j 6= i, which contains the concatenation of C`, ` 6= j, i, but with all states

set to ω′′′.

- Gj, j 6= i, which is the concatenation of the corresponding T j and T−j.

- Gi = T i.

Denote by q̄i the revised prior of individual i when group members hold databases

(Gk)k∈I . Since the databases Gj of all peers j 6= i are the same in terms of their

attributes, No Bias together with Symmetry among Peers implies that the weight

assigned to the priors of all individuals j 6= i is the same. Denote this weight by γ,

then q̄i = (1 − (|I| − 1)γ)piGi +
∑
j 6=i

γpj
Gj . Note that if piGi is ‘\void’, then the weight

assigned to i is (1− (|I| − 1)γ) = 0 due to Neglect Irrelevant Priors.

Let E = {ω′, ω′′}, then for each k ∈ I, Gk
E = T k. By the construction of

the databases and consecutively applying No Bias it follows that λi((Gk
E)k∈I) =

λ((Ck)k∈I). Denote the resulting weights on group members’ priors by (λk)k∈I , then

q̄iE =
∑

k∈I λkp
k
Tk . For F = {ω′}, pj0

T j0
(F ) = 1 (recall that this prior is assumed to

be non-void), and for i and any j 6= i, j0 for which the corresponding prior given T j
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is not ‘\void’, piT i(F ) = pj
T j(F ) = 0, delivering q̄E(F ) = λj0 (void priors are assigned

zero weight and are therefore ignored).

Notice that F ∩ E = F , and denote C−i = ◦j 6=iCj. Then pj0
Gj0

(F ) = s(Cj0 )
s(C−i)

and

all other probabilities piGi(F ) and pj
Gj(F ) for j 6= i, j0 are either zero or void. For

any j 6= i for which pj
Gj is non-void, pj

Gj(E) = s(Cj)
s(C−i)

. If piGi is ‘\void’, the updated

probability is,

q̄i(F |E) =

∑
j 6=i γp

j
Gj(F )∑

j 6=i γp
j
Gj(E)

=
s(Cj0)

s(C−i)
.

Due to Update Consistency, q̄E(F ) = λj0 = s(Cj0 )
s(C−i)

. It holds that piGi is ‘\void’

if and only if s(Gi) = s(T i) = s(Ci) = 0, namely, if and only if Ci is irrelevant. In

that case λj for any j 6= i with a non-void prior is as obtained for the arbitrary j0,

and λi and λj for any j 6= i with a void prior are zero, which delivers the required

result. Otherwise suppose that piGi is not ‘\void’. It then holds that piGi(E) = 1, and

updating q̄i(F ) given the information that E has occurred yields,

q̄i(F |E) =
(1− (|I| − 1)γ)piGi(F ) +

∑
j 6=i γp

j
Gj(F )

(1− (|I| − 1)γ)pi
Gi(E) +

∑
j 6=i γp

j
Gj(E)

=
γ s(C

j0 )
s(C−i)

(1− (|I| − 1)γ) +
∑

j 6=i γ
s(Cj)
s(C−i)

=
γ s(C

j0 )
s(C−i)

1− (|I| − 2)γ
.

Again due to Update Consistency, q̄E(F ) = λj0 = γ
1−(|I|−2)γ

s(Cj0 )
s(C−i)

= q̄i(F |E).

The same steps can be repeated for any j 6= i with a non-void published prior. The

constructed databases for each such j only differ from those that were constructed

above for j0 in their realized states, but not in their attributes. Thus due to No

Bias the weights assigned to individuals are the same for every choice of such j.

Update Consistency for any individual j 6= i with a non void prior delivers λj =

γ
1−(|I|−2)γ

s(Cj)
s(C−i)

. Summing over individuals j 6= i,
∑

j 6=i λj = 1− λi = γ
1−(|I|−2)γ

, so λi

= 1−(|I|−1)γ
1−(|I|−2)γ

. Substituting the coefficients λj in p̄i with the expressions above obtains,
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for every event E,

p̄i(E) = λip
i
Ci(E) +

∑
j 6=i

λjp
j
Cj(E)

= λip
i
Ci(E) +

∑
j 6=i

γ

1− (|I| − 2)γ

s(Cj)

s(C−i)

∑
(a,ω)∈Cj s(a)1(ω ∈ E)∑

(a,ω)∈Cj s(a)

= λip
i
Ci(E) +

γ

1− (|I| − 2)γ

∑
j 6=i
∑

(a,ω)∈Cj s(a)1(ω ∈ E)

s(C−i)

= λip
i
Ci(E) + (1− λi)piC−i(E) .

Thus it has been established that p̄i is a weighted average of i’s private prior, piCi ,

and the prior that i would have formed with the combined agreed-upon databases of

his peer piC−i .

Next we need to show that λi = αs(Ci)
(αs(Ci)+(1−α)s(C−i))

, where α is independent of the

databases (Ck)k∈I . To that end, observe first that given that individuals’ similarities

are simple ordering ones, these can be all re-scaled to obtain integer values (recall that

the set of attributes vectors is finite). Let ω′, ω′′, and ω′′′ be three distinct states, and

denote by C−i the database obtained by concatenating all agreed-upon databases

Cj, j 6= i. Given databases (Ck)k∈I , the fact that similarities are integer-valued is

employed to construct new databases as follows:

- T i, containing the same sequence of attributes as in Ci, but with realized states

that are all ω′.

- T j, j 6= i, each containing the same sequence of attributes as its corresponding

Cj, but where all the realized states are ω′′.

- T−i, the concatenation of (s(C−i)−1) instances of a database that is composed

of the same sequence of attributes as those in Ci, but where all realized states

are ω′′′.

- T−j, j 6= i, the concatenation of (s(Ci) − 1) instances of a database that is

composed of the same sequence of attributes as those in the corresponding Cj,

but where all realized states are ω′′′.
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- Hk = T k ◦ T−k, for every k ∈ I.

Denote H−i = ◦j 6=i(Hj). The similarity scores of H i and H−i satisfy,

s(H i) = s(Ci)s(C−i)

s(H−i) =
∑
j 6=i

s(Hj) = s(Ci)
∑
j 6=i

s(Cj) = s(Ci)s(C−i) .

According to the arguments above, if q̄i is the revised prior of individual i when

group members have databases (Hk)k∈I , then there exists θ ∈ (0, 1) such that, q̄i =

θpiHi + (1 − θ)piH−i . The coefficient θ is strictly between zero and one, since it was

assumed that s(Ci) = s(T i) > 0 and s(Cj0) = s(T j0) > 0, and by definition s(H i) ≥

s(T i), and s(H−i) ≥ s(Hj0) ≥ s(T j0).

Set E = {ω′, ω′′}, F = {ω′} (and thus F ∩E = F ). For each k ∈ I, Hk
E = T k, and

according to No Bias, λi((Hk
E)k∈I) = λi((Ck)k∈I). Hence, q̄iE = λip

i
T i +(1−λi)pi◦j 6=iT j .

Since piT i(F ) = 1 and pi◦j 6=iT j(F ) = 0, Update Consistency yields,

q̄iE(F ) = λi =

q̄i(F |E) = θ
s(Ci)

s(Ci)s(C−i)
/

(
θ

s(Ci)

s(Ci)s(C−i)
+ (1− θ) s(C−i)

s(Ci)s(C−i)

)
= θs(Ci)/

(
θs(Ci) + (1− θ)s(C−i)

)
,

where θ is the weight assigned to i’s private prior in the symmetric problem in

which individuals have databases (Hk)k∈I .

The final step in the proof is to establish that θ is the same for every symmetric

problem (that is, in every problem where the similarity score of individual i equals

the similarity score of i’s peers concatenated agreed-upon databases).

Let (Hk)k∈I and (Lk)k∈I be two symmetric sets of databases, in the sense that

s(H i) = s(H−i) and s(Li) = s(L−i), with H−i = ◦j 6=iHj and L−i = ◦j 6=iLj. Denote

by δ the weight on individual i’s private prior within the revised prior of individual i

when databases are Hk
k∈I . Let ω′, ω′′, and ω′′′ be three distinct states and construct

new databases Kk
k∈I :
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- T i contains observations which are a copy of H i in terms of attributes vectors,

but with all states set to ω′.

- T j, j 6= i, each contains observations which are a copy of the corresponding H̃j

in terms of attributes vectors, but with all states set to ω′′.

- Rk, k ∈ I, each contains observations which are a copy of the corresponding Lk

in terms of attributes vectors, but with all states set to ω′′′.

- Kk = T k ◦Rk, for every k ∈ I.

For E = {ω′, ω′′}, employing No Bias, δ is also the weight on i’s prior for the

updated prior of i under databases Kk
k∈I . Denote by πi the updated prior of i given

databases Kk
k∈I , by ξ the weight assigned to i’s private prior within that revised prior,

and by K−i the concatenation ◦j 6=iKj. Applying Update Consistency for F = {ω′}

(thus F ∪ E = F ) delivers,

πiE(F ) = δ =

πi(F |E) =
ξpiKi(F ) + (1− ξ)piK−i(F )

ξpi
Ki(E) + (1− ξ)pi

K−i(E)

= ξ
s(H i)

s(H i) + s(Li)
/

(
ξ

s(H i)

s(H i) + s(Li)
+ (1− ξ) s(H−i)

s(H−i) + s(L−i)

)
= ξs(H i)/

(
ξs(H i) + (1− ξ)s(H−i)

)
= ξ

Since the roles of (Hk)k∈I and (Lk)k∈I in the construction of (Kk)k∈I were arbitrary,

the same is true for the coefficient on i’s private prior within i’s revised prior based

on (Lk)k∈I . The weight assigned to i’s prior within the updated prior for i in any

symmetric problem is therefore the same. If we denote this weight by α, the required

weights in the original problem, follow.

The other direction easily follows.

5.3.2 Proof of the theorem

To prove that the axioms in Theorem 3 imply the specific form of revised prior follows

easily from Lemma 1, by considering the databases Ck = {(a∗, ω)} for some ω ∈ Ω,

for every k ∈ I. For these databases, Symmetry implies that λi = λj for all j, hence,
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αs(Ci)

αs(Ci) + (1− α)
∑

` 6=i s(C
`)

=
(1− α)s(Cj)

αs(Ci) + (1− α)
∑

`6=i s(C
`)
.

Since s(Ci) = s(Cj) if follows that α = 1 − α, and thus α = 0.5, delivering the

required weights and p̄i = piK , for K = ◦k∈ICk.

Symmetry is an easy result of the symmetry of coefficients.
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